**Theta Chi Tops Monroe, Leads In Intramural Basketball Play**

Emerging victorious from its battle with Monroe Dorm on Monday night, Theta Chi gained undisputed possession of first place in League I. These teams had earned the two highest scores of the season, and their meeting proved to be a close one, with Theta Chi finally winning by the score of 42-38. Until this game both teams had been tied for first place with identical records of two wins against no defeats.

**Interface**

The high scorer for the evening was Bob King of Monroe Dorm, who contributed 17 points to lead his team in scoring. High man for the league was Larry Shadle of Theta Chi with 45 tallys on his credit thus far.

**Hidden Ropes**

Theta Chi had also beaten Westgate in an earlier league contest, 41-30, while Hayden routed Theta Xi, 36-20, in the only other pair played this season.

The League 2 leadership remained in the hands of undefeated Delta Kappa Epsilon, which continued in winning ways beating Phi Delta Theta by the score of 62-10.

The Delta boost the league's high scorer in the person of Cliff Postock, whose 45 points give him a tie for the second place honor in individual team scoring. Navy, the second place team, was victorious in its game with Phi Gamma Delta, and the latter won their game with the Alpha Club.

**SAFE Stands Barracks**

In League 3 the SAEs continued on their unprecedented way as they defeated Darevians A, 41-17. High scorer for the league and leader in individual basketball is Tom Fischer of SAE, whose 31 points made in three games, was the most the team could muster in its game against Phi Delta Theta, 60-38.

**In the alley a funny street**

Directly behind the Astor Theatre Favorite spot for radio, news--and everything men waiters, . . .

**Customer Service**

-winter is due- Remember last

**Tech Sailing Team**

Is 2nd On Potomac

90 Point Tie At End

Settled In B.C. Favor

Two teams came close to winning the George Washington Invitational Regatta held December 4 and 5 on the Potomac River. At the regatta the Tech and Boston College were tied for first place, both having 90 points.

On Saturday, the Fielding brothers--Randy and Jim--lost their battle for the title on the basis of Team Boat's beat. Minute man in its place the Boston College had crossed the line ahead over both the 10 and 15 race series, they returned to Boston to claim the spoils of victory.

On Sunday, the Winter was truly a battle for the title of the day. Tech had gained a 14-point lead over all of the other boats, and it was on this lead they set sail its sailing skill.

On Sunday, however, there was no wind at all. The boats drifted up a course about 200 yards wide and returned about a half hour after they started, it lucky. They were able to set the sails for long water, and Dick Fullin ran a course of 14 points, while Danny Greenbaum gained 4 in Division A.

Final Summary, Tech 90, Boston College 60, Yale 56, Maryland 46, George Washington 27, and Richmond 10.

**WARNING**

Winter Is Due --- Remember Last Year's Shortages

**At Present We Have Ample Stocks Of ANTI-FREEZE--CHAINS--BATTERIES**

**ACT FAST WHILE THEY LAST**

**SAY NOW AND BE SAFE WITH OUR TRIPLE VALUES**

**Change to Winter Grades**

-20' Galv. Chain $10.00

-20' Galv. Chain $9.00

-20' Galv. Chain $8.50

-20' Galv. Chain $8.00

**Electronically Align Wheels**

-30 Wall $15.00

-30 Wall $14.00

-30 Wall $13.00

-30 Wall $12.00

**Check Steering**

-30 Wall $75.00

-30 Wall $70.00

-30 Wall $65.00

-30 Wall $60.00

**Authorized Dealer**

ELBERRY MOTOR CO., Inc.

360 RIVER ST., CAMBRIDGE

(near Memorial Dr.)

Phone Ki 7-3820

**Categories**

-20 Wall

-30 Wall

-40 Wall

-50 Wall

**Compare**

--- New 1949 Units

-600, $17

-700, $18

-800, $19

-900, $20

**December**

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

**70 Wall**

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

**80 Wall**

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

**90 Wall**

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

**100 Wall**

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall

-30 Wall